
 Danube STREAM – Common river. Common goal. 

 Smart, integrated and harmonized waterway management. 

For the first time in history, Romania has assumed the rotating six-month Presidency of the 

Council of the European Union and was extremely pleased to welcome the Interreg community 

in Bucharest. 

But what is Interreg? 

The European Territorial Cooperation, or simply “Interreg”, encourages countries to cooperate in 

order to overcome challenges and to ensure territorial cohesion. 

For a better understanding of what Interreg deals with, we might consider spending more and 

more time on social-media connecting with others. Why are we not applying this to real life? 

However, this isn’t about simply communicating on a one on one basis, Interreg is much more 

than that. It is about all of us, under the name of EU citizens. This programme can be seen as a 

sight for sore eyes from the perspective of development, putting funds to good use and assuring 

convergence between states. 

Let’s introduce Danube STREAM, a project which helps everyone navigate the Danube. But 

how does it do this? 

The water level is permanently being monitored and if there are any problems, for instance if the 

water level is too low, shallow spots are marked so skippers can stay away from them. It also 

provides user-oriented information on the infrastructure, which can be accessed by everyone on 

www.danubeportal.com.  

And just because Danube STREAM is a result-focused programme, like all the other ones 

developed by Interreg, you can see on the left some information concerning its key objectives 

and the results. 

Last, but not least, Danube STREAM improves cooperation with stakeholders (ecology, 

navigation), contributes to a better coordination on a political level, specifically with Danube 

Regional Strategy and generally helps people take instagrammable pictures on their way down 

the river. 

http://www.danubeportal.com/


Now, let’s see what people in charge of this project can say about it, they tell us much more than 

simple words that are only black and grey, more than some simple pictures in a leaflet for 

instance. 

Mr. Eloy Gómez Girón 

We are very happy to see these successful results of the Danube STREAM project. There is a 

continuation of two previous projects from the South-East Europe programme and now in the 

Danube transnational programme they have achieved successful results. 

 

Mr. Teodor Tănăsescu 

First of all, we develop new things, new technologies. You will see there. There are the electronic 

navigational charts. Secondly, we can create paper charts. Everybody will have the paper charts 

if they want to cross the river here, in this area. And the third one was to distribute the 

information. 


